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WHAT DOES IT TAKE to win a major championship and reach the absolute pinnacle of golf?
Through a season of the four tournaments -- the Masters, the U.S. Open, the British Open, and
the PGA Championship -- known collectively as the majors, John Feinstein takes us where the
television cameras never go, both off the links and "inside the ropes", as he reveals the special
challenges and rituals, the frustrations and exhilaration, that mark the lives and careers of the
world's greatest golfers.

As much a force of nature in sporting pursuits as John Grisham is on lawyers or Steven King is
on the weird, the dauntingly prolific John Feinstein once again steps up to take a swing at golf.
While A Good Walk Spoiled chronicles the pressures and tensions of a full season on the PGA
Tour, The Majors narrows the vista, and expands the importance, to the chase for the four
prestigious titles--the Masters, the U.S. Open, the British Open, and the PGA--that separate the
great careers from the pretenders. That the chase occurred in 1998 turns The Majors from a
compelling chronicle into a thrilling one.A thorough reporter, Feinstein does the necessary
homework both inside and beyond the ropes. He dusts off history and anecdote to provide
perspective and explore how and why these four particular tournaments sprouted such regal fur
around their collars. Still, perspective is just background if there's no focus to give it meaning,
and he finds a bagful of it in the individual quests and the public and private dramas of, most
notably, Fred Couples, Lee Janzen, Tiger Woods, Mark O'Meara, Phil Mickelson, and David
Duval. All entered the season with much to prove--to themselves and posterity, and the latter is
what the Majors are so imposingly about. As Feinstein observes, "Four days a year, golfers go
out to play for Forever. Those are the four Sundays at the major championships. They all know
what is at stake." As the record shows, none staked a claim more improbably or excitingly than
O'Meara, who put a pair of exclamation points on a long, distinguished--but significantly Major-
less--career with stunning, gutsy victories at both the Masters and the British Open. Feinstein
records these quests with precision and color; as usual, he aims at a target and shoots better
than par. --Jeff SilvermanFrom Library JournalTo the golfing faithful, the Masters, the U.S. Open,
the British Open, and the PGA are the tournaments known as the "Majors." Winning one of
these contests just once in a lifetime is enough to insure golfing immortality. Where many aspire,
only a few succeed, and Feinstein's book on the 1998 games documents both the dreams and
realities of professional golf. While he visits the lives of the notable players, he also details the
existence of the vagabonds in spiked shoes who move from tournament to tournament without
deep-pocketed sponsors and unlimited funds. Michael Kramer provides an astute and engaging
narration. Listeners wanting to know the full story of the quest for a Major victory will not be
disappointed. Recommended for purchase where golfing is popular (and that's



everywhere).ARay Vignovich, West Des Moines P.L., IACopyright 2000 Reed Business
Information, Inc.ReviewReaders are given a rare insight into the emotions experienced during
these intense events. He divulges the stories begind the most competitive, lucrative and nerve-
wracking contests. * All Sport AND Leisure Monthly * THE MAJORS is a tour de force of golf
writing. You will be engrossed. * Golf Monthly * A gripping view of the world of golf ... filled with
the arcane information that will delight and surprise the golf fan * Glasgow Herald * Another
major triumph for John Feinstein * New York Times Book Review * if you read only one sports
book a year, this is it * The Economist * As much a force of nature in sporting pursuits as John
Grisham is on lawyers or Steven King is on the weird, the dauntingly prolific John Feinstein once
again steps up to take a swing at golf. While A Good Walk Spoiled chronicles the pressures and
tensions of a full season on the PGA Tour, The Majors narrows the vista, and expands the
importance, to the chase for the four prestigious titles--the Masters, the US Open, the British
Open and the PGA--that separate the great careers from the pretenders. That the chase
occurred in 1998 turns The Majors from a compelling chronicle into a thrilling one. A thorough
reporter, Feinstein does the necessary homework both inside and beyond the ropes. He dusts
off history and anecdote to provide perspective and explore how and why these four particular
tournaments sprouted such regal fur around their collars. Still, perspective is just background if
there's no focus to give it meaning, and he finds a bagful of it in the individual quests and the
public and private dramas of, most notably, Fred Couples, Lee Janzen, Tiger Woods, Mark
O'Meara, Phil Mickelson, and David Duval. All entered the season with much to prove--to
themselves and posterity, and the latter is what the Majors are so imposingly about. As Feinstein
observes, "Four days a year, golfers go out to play for Forever. Those are the four Sundays at the
major championships. They all know what is at stake." As the record shows, none staked a claim
more improbably or excitingly than O'Meara, who put a pair of exclamation points on a long,
distinguished--but significantly Major-less--career with stunning, gutsy victories at both the
Masters and the British Open. Feinstein records these quests with precision and colour; as
usual, he aims at a target and shoots better than par. * Jeff Silverman, * As holiday reading for
the serious sports fan, it has not been bettered this year * Sunday Times *From Kirkus
ReviewsWith his usual acuity, Feinstein looks at the four most important tournaments on the
men's pro golf calendar, narrowing the focus of his monster bestseller, A Good Walk Spoiled
(1995). Spread throughout the year and known simply as ``the majors,'' the Masters, the British
Open, the US Open, and the PGA Championship serve as touchstones of golfing achievement.
To play successfully year in and out without winning a major essentially brands a golfer as a
footnote. Even to have won several majors without bagging at least one of each casts a shadow
on a legacy, as is the case with Greg Norman, who remains to many the ``best never to win the
Masters.'' Conversely, a talented but inconsistent pro like John Daly secured immortality by
shocking the world with his 1991 win at the PGA Championship. Taking readers to all four
majors, Feinstein dispenses his usual complement of insights, observations, and copious
knowledge of golfing lore and legend. Summaries of the majors' origins and histories are



interspersed with a chronicle of 1998 tournament action. Setting the scene for the '98 majors,
Feinstein profiles important players who would factor in their outcomes, among them: Tiger
Woods, who ran away from the field in the '97 Masters, only to be pulled back in the following
year; and Payne Stewart, who after enjoying great success in the mid-1980s, was back again in
the hunt at the '98 US Open. Feinstein probes the relationships between players and sponsors,
arguing that pacts can become problematic when sponsors' equipment hurts their players game.
He also follows around some hard-luck cases, showing how grim life on the tour can be for those
living hand-to- mouth and week-to-week. If there is a flaw to this solid and respectable, if
unspectacular effort, it's that the events Feinstein chronicles will seem familiar even to golf fans
who only occasionally follow the game in the sports pages or on TV. (Author tour) -- Copyright
©1999, Kirkus Associates, LP. All rights reserved.From the Back CoverWHAT DOES IT TAKE to
win a major championship and reach the absolute pinnacle of golf? Through a season of the four
tournaments -- the Masters, the U.S. Open, the British Open, and the PGA Championship --
known collectively as the majors, John Feinstein takes us where the television cameras never
go, both off the links and "inside the ropes", as he reveals the special challenges and rituals, the
frustrations and exhilaration, that mark the lives and careers of the world's greatest golfers.About
the AuthorJohn Feinstein is a regular commentator on NPR and writes for the Washington Post
Sunday Magazine and Golf Magazine.From Publishers WeeklyWith this exemplary book,
Feinstein continues to exploit a formula that has worked well for him in chronicling sports
subjects from college basketball (A March to Madness) to the PGA Tour (A Good Walk Spoiled):
spend a year with a subject and use the experience as a way not only to tell a good story but
also to illuminate the greater culture surrounding the sport. Returning to golf, Feinstein tackles
the sport's four major championships: the Masters, the U.S. Open, the British Open and the
PGA, as they were played in 1998. He displays a singular skill in conveying what these
preeminent tournaments mean to those who contest them, and in highlighting the sometimes
deeply personal struggles of people so often seen only on the grand public stage. Feinstein
attributes the majors' rise in stature over the past four decades to the rivalry between Arnold
Palmer, golf's first television superstar, and the younger Jack Nicklaus. From their numerous
memorable duels grew the obsessive culture of today, in which unquestionably great players are
forever tainted if they fail to win one of the big four. Feinstein also covers the tournaments'
stewards, rigorous qualifying requisites and hallowed traditions. While stopping short of
significant controversy, he looks candidly at such subjects as golf's struggle to shed its white-
bread image and the attempt to deny Casey Martin, a handicapped albeit skillful golfer, the right
to use a cart on tour while other players are denied that luxury. Comprehensive and immensely
enjoyable, Feinstein's latest will provide veteran golfers an appreciation of how the sport is
played at its most exalted level, while giving even those whose only putts have come on
AstroTurf an understanding of what all the fuss is about.Copyright 1999 Reed Business
Information, Inc.Read more
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Big D, “Good Inside Look at the Majors and the Golfers Who Play in Them. Good read,
especially good at giving an inside view of the golfers themselves, who they are, what they
value, how they interact with each other and how they, individually and as a group, view the
Majors. Very good read, especially about the golfers, how they they encourage and compete
with one another--Lee Janzen's exchange with Scott Stricker is particularly memorable--and
about how they approach and play the Majors. Readers may have a concern about this book
being dated, and from a historical standpoint, it may be---But it is also like the old television
series from long ago--"You Are There"--which effectively recreated great moments in history as if
we, the viewers, were in deed there when it was happening. So it is with this book. Yes, we know
who won the tournament, but when the final putts fall on these pages, there is still a sense of
wonder, pride and accomplishment for the golfer. Feinstein has done his job well. Reading this
book makes us feel like we are there when it happened, even though it happened several years
ago. The "you are there" part is what makes this book a must read for golfers, for would-be
golfers and for those who love and appreciate the game and those who play or try to play it.One
thought: You might want to consider reading this book in parts, reading about the Masters
before and during Masters Week, the U.S. Open before and during Open Week, and the same
for "The" Open and for the PGA. That was my plan and it was a good play, but the book was so
engrossing, I read is straight through...either way it is a book to be enjoyed and a book golfers
should read.  Don't hesitate. Go for it!”

Andy Orrock, “Great stuff...but make sure you get the paperback version. This book is notable
for its ability to get inside a professional golfer's head & inside a PGA Tour locker room. It's
typical of all of Feinstein's work in that his subjects have provided him with unfettered access to
their professional and personal lives. For any anyone interested in golf - or simply in
competition at its highest level - the story that Feinstein has pieced together around the 1998
major championships is an absolute delight.One seldom-mentioned aspect of the book that I
really enjoyed: Feinstein tags along for the US Open Regional and Sectional qualifiers, as well
as for a British Open qualifier. The qualifiers may represent golf in its purest form, and he builds
a gripping tale as various strugglers try to fight their way into the big show. It's a thrill to hitch a
ride on Larry Mize's back as he tries to qualify for the British. Here's one shining example that
it's truly not always about the money.Make sure you go for the paperback version of this book. It
has a sizable 'Afterword' that summarizes the 1999 season, especially Payne Stewart's
redemption at Pinehurst & untimely death, plus a recap of Tiger Woods' breakout
campaign.One small complaint: the cover. Okay...Duval, Stewart, Furyk and Woods were a
compelling storyline in the book because they each played a significant role in one or more of
the majors. But where are the winners? How about using shots of O'Meara, Janzen and Singh
instead? Especially O'Meara, with two majors and Player of the Year honors. You'll telling me



that Jim Furyk (Q Rating = statistical noise) is going to sell more books that Mark O'Meara?
Feinstein does justice in his work to O'Meara's quest to wipe away his reputation as "King of the
B's," but this cover is a real slap in  his face.”

J. Dangelo, “Great Read - Feinstein Tells a Great Story. I couldn't put this book down. Feinstein
weaves a great story together about the 1997 Majors season. This was Tiger's first US Open
defense, and a great year for O'Meara. John Daly was falling apart, and Fred Couples was
having his challenges.I'm guessing that through interviews with the players, as well as their
friends and family, Feinstein gets a great deal of background material. The story that he's put
together takes the reader through the four Majors in order, and makes each place come to life. I
learned a great deal about what it's really like to play at Augusta National. For that matter, I
learned a great deal about what it's like to spectate at the Masters.Admittedly, I have a love for
the game of golf. I have played it for over twenty years; since about 7th grade. I play well, I love
being on the course and I love watching the majors.So, buyer/reader beware. I ought to have
loved this book. That being said, it's got plenty to offer if you're a golf widow or just like a good
read about professional athletes.”

john moylan, “Great book. Great book. Feinstein is best golf writer bar none”

Roger Havel, “If you like golf you'll love this.. John Feinstein loves writing about golf. All his books
on the subject are informative and well researched. Read them all”

The book by John Feinstein has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 89 people have provided feedback.
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